
VBODA Executive Board Meeting
Friday, June 25 1999

Buford Middle School
,-

Call to Order [joe Tomeilo] The meeting was caiied to order at 11 :38am.

Roll Call [J. Tornello] Members present were Stan Schoonover, Linda Gammon, Mike Kirby,

Dan Lind, Martin Sunderland, Sid Berg, Dan Schoemmell, Steve King, Diana Love, Joe Tornello,

Vince Tornello and Melinda McKenzie.

Minutes from the Last Meeting There was one change in the minutes from the last
meeting. Because of a late form, there were 33 honor bands last year instead of 32. Minutes

accepted.
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[Schoemmell] Weren't we going to transfer a chunk of that marching band money to another

account?
[Kirby] Not that I remember .
[Schoemmell] Should we be carrying that much in there? You're getting 5? percent on CD's?
Have you looked into that Merrill Lynch plan that we have through V MEA? That's using 5+ and

it's liquid money. We have V MEA and V MEA Conference in that program and really it's very

helpful.
[Kirby] Do that instead of the checking account?

[Schoemmell] It is a checking account.
[Kirby] We get interest on our checking account too.
[Schoemmell] I would keep the normal everyday checking account going but then instead of a CD

do this on the side. It has helped V MEA tremendously.

MOTION [Berg] SECOND [Schoonover] That we accept the treasurer's report with

commendation. MOTION PASSED.

[J. Tornel\o] When does the Bale check come?
[Gammon] End of June or beginning of July. It will probably come to me because my name is

still on the contract.

Conference Report [J. Torne.11o]
Conference is November' 8-20 at the Homestead. The Board meeting will be Thursday at

10:00. The Genera! membership meeting will be at 4:00 on Friday.



The following groups have been chosen to perform at conference:

r--
Rocky Run M.S. Orchestra

Jamestown High School Wind Ensemble
Robert Frost Middle School Symphonic Band
The Bay Youth Symphony Orchestra from Norfolk

Hayfield Secondary School Wind Ensemble

We have s possible sessions to be presented, the big one being a session with John O'Reilly.

[Schoemmell] When we are as financially stable as we are and we are expecting a lot more
medal money, what is the feasibility of helping to defray some of the expenses for the groups
that are chosen to perform.
[J. Tornello] We pay for the registration for the conductor.
[Schoemmell] We might want to think about a donation towards there travel here.
[Berg] It would be like a stipend.
[Schoonover] Let's get the manual published first!

Committee Reports

Marching Band [J. Tornello for Ken Rudd]
Judges have been set for each site. There is no word yet on the S.E. site because we won't know
about O.D.U. until August. First Colonial is our backup.

[V. Tonello] I would be worried about the time factor if O.D.U. backs out.

r
AII-Virginia Auditions [J. Tornello for Jack Elgin] Everything is in place for auditions.
[Dan Lind] It would be a good idea to take a look at the string sight-reading. I have been told
that this year's sight-reading went out of some of the instrument's range.
[J. Tornello] We are talking about lowering the fee for the All-Virginia auditions. We also
would like to appoint Dan Lind to be in charge of the technology for All-Virginia.
[Schoemmell] This will relieve the President-Elect from having to do this.
[V. Tornello] What about a stipend for this position?
[J. Tornello] It will still be the responsibility of the President-Elect to get the data from each
of the Districts and give it to Dan to input into the computer. Dan and I will get together and
write up a description of what his duties will be in November. We can talk about a stipend at a
later time.

AII-Virginia Event [J. Tornello]
Everything seemed to go well. Registration went a little long with three bands but we will try
and fix that in the future.
[Schoonover] It would have helped too if we could have staggered meal times.

Manual Committee [S. Schoonover/Sid Berg]
Sid just gave me 450 more soios and ensembles to input. Danny Kosko purchased a developer's
kit so that we can produce the CD on our own. We will publishing a new CD, Handbook, Band and

Orchestra list, and Solos and Ensembles list.
[Lind] We had talked about PDF?

[Sid Berg] What have we done about copyright and marketing?

[Schoonover] Nothing yet. Max McKee has shown an interest. Do we necessarily need someone
else to market them? Can't we do it ourselves?



[Berg] Who is going to pack and ship them and do all of the billing? I don't think we want to get

into the marketing aspects of this.
[Schoemmell] Is there a way to copyright this?

[Schoonover] Yes.
[Schoemrnell] What will this cost us?
[Schoonover] The CD is cheap. It's the artwork and packaging that is so expensive. We could

advertise in other magazines but still market them through Max McKee.
[Schoonover] What is the Board's pleasure about pricing the CD?
MOTION [Berg] SECOND [?] That Stan explore the marketing aspects and production numbers

on the CD's. Motion not seconded.
[Schoemmell] We need to make the bulk of the money on these.
[Schoonover] How about $5.00 for Max on each CD?
[Berg] I strongly recommend that we not get into habdling the sales of these CO's.
[J. Tomello] Forms are ready to go out for the collection of manual fees.

Nominations for Berg and Fuller Awards

Fuller -Gregory Barnes
Berg -?

[J. Tornello] Can we get names for these awards from the membership?
[Schoonover] It is the Board's decision who actually gets the awards but yes, the membership
may nominate. We could put a nomination form in "Notes".

[Schoonover] We are going to decide this in November?

1'"""--

String Business [Dan Lind/Martin Sunderland]
Everything for Conference seems to be moving on schedule.
[M. Sunderland] Am I correct that Moe will send letters out to session clinicians?
[Gammon] You notify the session presenters and send them equipment forms.
[J. Tornello] For the performing groups, the equipment forms are coming from Moe.

V MEA News [J. Tornello for s. Lambert]
The Web site is not working well. We are having problems getting information to the web
person [Doug Armstrong] and then getting it on. We would like for Wayne Powell to be able to

gain access so that he can put our information on the web.

[Schoonover] Could we PDF (portable document file) the Handbook and put it on the web instead
of on the CD.
[lind] That way the changes could be made immediate.

Old Business
Purchase of Sight-Reading Music [J. Tornello]
We finally rapped up the purchase of sight-reading from this year. Now this group needs to
decide what plan of action to take this year for the sight-reading purchase and how we are going
to distribute it. We did ask at the April meeting to secure music companies around the state that
could possibly handle this for us other than Pepper and Harris. I have one company -Cramer
Music from Manassas. They sent a proposal and they feel that they will be able to handle
obtaining the music and distributing it to the various districts. They were concerned if they
would have to be taking back returns. I told them that there will be no returns. They would be
offering a 17 -20 percent discount. Wayne explained to them that by mid-November they
would be told the number of copies to order .



r

[Schoonover] I have a crazy thought!!4:~f.6!! We keep looking for new music for sight-
reading. Vvhat about using music that is permanently out of print. Aii we would 11eed would be
perrnission to copy. Of course it could end up being more expensive than getting new music. It's
just an idea because it seems that we struggle so much to find music that is appropriate.
[love] It is hard to read off of copied scores.
[J. Tornello] The question is how do we get a list of permanently out of print music?
[Schoonover] It's in the manual. They say POP next to them.
[J. Tornello] We need to make sure that the titles of the selections are in by December.
Evidently when I talked with Matt Harris in the course of the problems we were having, that
was one of his concerns.
[Schoonover] Sometimes we aren't able to find an appropriate piece for a certain grade level at
conference.
[J. Tornello] I think the mistake made this year was that we tried to be too specific with each
district. He tried to order grade levels per district.
[love] We had to pay for string stuff that we didn't even use.
[J. Tornello] Compiling the information from the individual districts was a problem. People
didn't know. We took that list in November but evidently something went amiss. We don't want
him ordering individual band grades. Everyone gets a full set of band. It's the string orchestra
and full orchestra where the problems occur. Anyway to avoid this?
[Schoemmell] Sure. If they order string orchestra they get the whole set. Same with string
orchestra.
[J. Tornello] We will sent out the full band sets but we win chop up the string and full.
[Schoonover] We need to have a pre-order form for the sight-reading and the District Rep
needs to be responsible for getting it in"
[J. Tornello] Crarner's will send the bill to the host and the music to the judge. Then we run
into the problem like tt-lis year where it is aiready Januar-y and there are sevefai districts who
have no sight-reading judge in place.
[Schoemmell] Then the music store will hold for that District until they are notified.
[J. Tornello] So don't ship out to a host at all?
[Schoemmell] Right!
[J. Tornello] I can tell you that District 3 had that problem. They didn't get the music until the
very last minute because they had no judge.
[Gammon] We will distribute manuals at conference from the Crystal room near registration.
Thursday from 3-4, Friday from' 0:30- , , :30 and Friday from 2-3.~

Ne\-I Music Grading Committee [J. Tornello]
,".!! of those chosen for the committee have accepted. Middle school representatives for the
committee are Gary Fagan and Art Pitman. The high school reps ere Doug Lane and Phil Simon.
The two string reps will be in place by November .
[Sunderland] And I need to get those?
[J. Tornello] Yes.
[Schoonover] Mary Wagner and Laura Thoma had done it in the past and I think they would keep
on doing it if you ask them.
[Schoemmell] Is the grading session open for the membership?
[Schoonover] Please.
[J. Tornello] Open to the membership for what? Observation? Not for participation.
[Gammon] To drop off a score.
[J. Tornello] I had a question from a couple people that I had called. Are there guidelines or
criteria to follow for the grading of the music?



[Schoonover] f-.Jo.
{J. Tomello] It's just done by paS! experience then?
[Schoonover] We never really put that in writing. We searched for a while for some concrete
data but it is so hard to quantify.
[J. Tornello] So you would talk to the new people first?
[Schoonover] Actually what we do is we take a new piece and we all look at it together.

Review Nominations/New District reps [J. Tornello]
Everything is in place except for one slight mistake.

President Elect: Jonathon Hargis

Alan Hull
Secretary: Jan Collins

Doug Armstrong
Middle School Rep Wayne Powell

String Rep Martin Sunderland

We thought we had John Creger running for string rep but John has said that he is interested in
the future but not this time around. Martin may run unopposed.
In the District Rep results,
[Schoonover] Grayson Fore is leaving District 7 and needs to be replaced.
[J. Tornello] Now how does that work?
[Schoonover] The District needs to have another election.
[J. Tornello] Do I wait to hear from them?
[Schoonover] It might be in your best interest to call Grayson and find out.
[J. Tornello] There is a possibility that Gary Fagan may not take it.

--

New Business
AII-Virginia Auditions
Feb 26th @ JMU.. Dan lind will be working with us as we said earlier and we should come up
with a stipend. What do you think will be appropriate for this?
[Schoonover] Some President-elects in the past have not received any honorarium for doing the
auditions.
[Schoemmell] Give Dan his expenses plus the $250 honorarium.
[J. Tornello] $250 to President-elect and $250 to the technology person?
[Schoonover} How much do we offer the string rep for doing the string auditions?
[Love] Is it $250 max per event?
[J.. Tornello] Right.
[Love] If the maximum you can give is $250 per report then Dan and Jack would have to split
the fee.
[Schoonover] We would have to establish a policy to pay Dan seperately and call it expenses.

[Schoemmell] Ken's stipend should be coming through VBODA not V MEA.
MOTiON [Schoemmeii] SECOND [Gammon] That we add a stipend of $250 for technology position
for All-Virginia auditions.

2000 AII-Virginia Site:

Host:

Conductors:

Charlottesvi1.1e
Vince Torne1.1o

Symphonic Band -Lowell Graham
Concert Band -Jeff Bianchi



Orchestra -David Hoose
April 6,7 & 8, 2000Dates:

;---

2001 AII-Virginia Massaponax High School

Corey Koch
Symphonic Band -Jerry Junkin

Concert Band -Paula Crider
Orchestra -Thomas Wilkins

April 5- 7, 2001

Site:
Host:
Conductors:

Dates:

[Schoonover] 12 pm friday of conference to present the music SOL's.

Adjournment -The meeting was adjourned at 1 :23pm.

Respectfully submitted by,

Melinda A. McKenzie

VBODA Secretary

",-
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